Mr. Hunt’s Reading Extravaganza Challenge # 37 :

**LOOK AGAIN! LOOK AGAIN! I CAN READ! HEAR ME GO, AGAIN!**

*Learning To Read All On Your Own, LIST “B”*  
(Beyond Levelled Readers)

**Special Note:** This list is made for those kids who are just starting to get confident with reading words and sentences all by themselves (but might still like a little bit of support). It is a great way for kids and adults to share that special time when new readers discover the powerful magic of transforming symbols on the page into the words of a fun and entertaining story.

*To complete this challenge you may want to get books from the public library as well as the school library...multiple kids may be working on these books and we don’t always have multiple copies.*

**YOU CAN READ THE BOOKS IN ANY ORDER**...you don’t have to start at #1 and go down...

*If you complete this challenge, and get this form fully filled in, and get your parent/guardian’s signature, you will be able to come the Library to choose one free REWARD BOOK to keep for your own collection.*

Students are allowed and encouraged to work on more than one Challenge...keep on reading!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>TITLE of book...</th>
<th>Call number (where in the Library)</th>
<th>Adult witness (check mark)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. | Any one of the Cat The Cat books by Mo Willems  
The one I read was...____________________________ | PIC WIL |
2. Any one of the old-fashioned *Dick and Jane* books.
The one I read was ____________________________

3. Any other one of the Cat *The Cat* books by Mo Willems
The one I read was... ____________________________

4. Read any of the *Meno* books by Tony & Angela DiTerlizzi
The one I read is ____________________________

5. *Lemons Are Not Red*, by Laura Vaccaro Seeger

6. *The Birthday Box*, by Leslie Patricelli

7. *Apple*, by Nikki McClure

8. *This is My Rock*, by David Lucas

9. *Tomorrow’s Alphabet*, by George Shannon

10. *One Duck Stuck*, by Phyllis Root

11. *One World, One Day*, by Barbara Kerley

12. *Homes in Many Cultures*, by Heather Adamson

**Please Note:** the books on this list are in no particular order...just great books that I wrote down as they popped into my head...

**Hot Tip:** if you like any particular book on this list, then do an author search on a library database—there will be more fabulous books by that author!

**DON’T FORGET TO GET...**

Parent Signature: ____________________________